


TROY is a fascinating 
world:thanks to 

the Sages of Eckmül 
posted in each village, 
linking up the powers 
of magic, each individual 
possessed one, and 
only one power. It 

could be useless or 
useful, pathetic 
or powerful.

LANFEUST can melt metal with a 
single look. Thus, he became a 

blacksmith. But his life was turned 
upside down the day he discovered 
            that, upon contact with  
             a sword whose pommel 
           was made of ivory, he 
               could possess all  
                the powers. In 

                  other words, the 
                   absolute power. 

                  It is the only 
                   occurrence of  
                    its kind, in the  
                   history of Troy.

CIXI and C’IAN are the two daughters 
of Nicolede. The brunette Cixi is a 
provocative minx, whose power is 
transforming water into ice or 
into steam. The sweet, blonde 
C’ian, fiancée to Lanfeust, can
heal all wounds once night 
falls.

MASTER NICOLEDE is the Sage in 
the village where Lanfeust lives. 
He discovered that the ivory 
granting Lanfeust the absolute 
power was from a mythical 
creature, the Magohamoth. He then 
took Lanfeust to Eckmül, the 
capital, so that the 
guardian scholars of 
magic could study his 
case.

HEBUS is a formidable 
Troll, a wild and pitiless 
creature haunting 
the forest. But 
Master Nicolede’s 
enchantments 
have trans-
formed the 
ferocious 
beast into a 
happy-go-lucky, 
powerful 
companion. 
However, these 
enchantments are 
temporary and 
could break…

KNIGHT GOLDAZURE comes from the 
baronies, a faraway peninsula that 
refuses the presence of magic, and 
where castle families continually 
clash against each other in battles of 
honor. He possesses 
the sword that, upon 
touching, transformed 
Lanfeust into the 
most powerful man 
in Troy.

THANOS the Pirate could have been a 
powerful scholar, but he betrayed Eckmül. 
He possesses the power of being able 
to teleport to locations he has come to 
know and memorize. Like Lanfeust, his     
                     enemy, he is touched 
                      by the power of  
                        Magohamoth.



It was in the peaceful village of Guinn, 
in the Septentrion of the Souardie 
Plains, where the story of Lanfeust 

de Troy began.

Lanfeust! Get 
over here…

Like most of 
the inhabitants of 

this world, Lanfeust 
possessed a unique 
and modest magical 

power: with a single 
look, he could melt 

metal. This gift 
naturally steered 

him towards becoming 
an apprentice with 

Gramblot the Blacksmith.

I’m coming, 
Master 

Gramblot!

Put this bit of iron 
in the right size, and 
I’ll let you go. It’s 
been a long day.

Especially since 
I’ve got stuff 
to do tonight, 

Master Gramblot…

Ha ha! If she’s pretty, 
you’d better not be 
late! Finish up, quick!
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There…

Very good, go get 
cleaned up, you’re 
filthier than a pig!

In each village, a man gifted with 
exceptional mental talents 

  preserved the areas allowing each  
  person to use their magical power.  
  They were called Sages of Eckmül,  
  and they were always 
     highly respected.

This time, 
I’ll do it.

But, in Lanfeust’s eyes, 
the best quality to Sage 
Nicolede was having two 

daughters of equal beauty, 
and completely opposite 

personalities.

The blonde, C’ian, 
was all sweetness 

and kindness.

I’m going to 
ask C’ian to 

walk with me to 
the riverbank…

But the brunette, 
Cixi, preferred 

enticing the boys 
and playing 

tricks on them.

Hello, 
Lanfeust!

Uh… hello, Cixi.
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Cixi’s power was to 
transform water into 

steam, or ice…

You seem pretty 
happy…

It’s not 
about you!

Ah? Very 
well, then! HEY! What are 

you doing?!
There’s too much water 
in this tub, we’ll vaporize 

some of it.

… And she made a point of 
using it in a disagreeable 
manner for those around 

her.

Cixi! Don’t make 
all of it go away! 
I’m naked in here!

Hee hee! 
Indeed 

you are…

… You seem 
pretty happy 
to see me.

A little bit of 
cold should 

cool your head.

You’ll pay for 
this, you nasty 
piece of work!

YOU’RE AS 
UGLY AS A 

FAT CRAWASS!

If you’re done 
playing around, 
Lanfeust, I need 

you again for a bit.

But 
you told me…

A knight from 
the barony has 
arrived. Get 
dressed.
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Celebrated throughout all the continents 
of Troy for their war-games and 
their attachment to tradition, 
the Seventy-Seven Barons of 

Hedulie refused to acknowledge 
Eckmül and the practice of magic.

I fought 
against 
a troll…

If I miss my 
meet-up with C’ian…

… the creature was 
menacingly swinging its mace…

But my sword 
clashed against 
its teeth, and it 
broke clean off.

It is public 
knowledge that 

trolls have 
excellent teeth.

THE REPULSIVE BEAST HAD 
PREPARED TO DEVOUR ME…

… when I decided 
that I would 

flee.
That’s why I’d like
you to repair this 
sword for me.

Brave men.

That won’t take more 
than a few minutes, 
Knight Goldazure. 
Lanfeust will take 

care of it.

While we wait, I’ll treat you to 
taste some fresh green 
wine from our village. 

You can continue enthralling 
me with tales of your exploits.

Gladly!
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Blah blah blah, Lanfeust, 
do this, blah blah blah, 

Lanfeust, do that!

Right, the sooner 
this is done…

HEY!

It’s heating up 
on its own!
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What’s 
going on?

It’s 
Lanfeust, 

he…

… He’s fallen into 
the furnace!

What a 
horrible 
death!

I hope he didn’t 
lose my sword 
in the process!

I…

I’m so sorry!!
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But… are 
you not 
burnt?

Well, no… 
I don’t get it!

Oh, Lanfeust! 
You’re okay! 

They told me…

I was so 
scared! C’ian?!

It’s when I took 
this blade in 
my hand, then…

And yet…

Let’s see…

Ftop laughing like 
idiotf and go 
back to work!

Inbefilef!

Blacksmith, all this has 
been entertaining, 

but when will 
my sword be ready?

Later, Knight 
Goldazure. 
We have 
an enigma 
to solve.

What 
enigma?

You think it’s 
normal that a kid 
falls into burning, 
liquid metal and 

 isn’t burnt at all?

You are people of magic; 
these things are probably 
all too familiar to you.
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Lanfeust’s gift wasn’t 
about swimming in 
volcanoes. We have 
to go and see Sage 

Nicolede.

But…
Master Gramblot’s 
right. Father will 
give you wise 

advice.

My 
sword…

Like Nicolede, the Sages of 
Eckmül are often simple, 
good men. Their power is 
to be the link allowing, in 
a certain territory, magic 
to exist. When far away 
from a Sage, powers
 would disappear.

Strange 
stuff…

Upon touching the blade, 
you would have then 

acquired a second power?

That which 
would protect 
you from fire?

It seems so.

Mmmhm…

Was 
the furnace 
in fact, hot?

AB-SO-LUTE-LY!

GUARANTEED!
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In that case, 
the Knight’s sword 
must possess some 
properties that…

COMPLETE AND 
UTTER PIFFLE!

This proud blade has 
been in my family since 
the dawn of time, and 

its only power is hacking 
limbs off, and cracking 

skulls!

One moment… Lanfeust, 
take this.

I… you think 
that…?

SPELLBOOKS 
ABOUND!

The power!

   The plenary power!  
    Absolute! Complete!  
    Exhaustive!

I felt it!
Good Lord! It 
just had to 
happen to me!

Is something 
wrong with 
my father?

Do you know 
how to cure me 
then, Nicolede?
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I won’t hear of any 
of this nonsense, 
and I wish to take 
back what’s mine!

Blacksmith, did I not ask 
you for a job done?

Hmm?

Of course, 
I’ll repair it, but…

The Ivory!

Of course! 
The Ivory!

Good knight, what 
animal’s ivory was 

used in this pommel?

To tell you the truth, 
this blade is several 
centuries old, and…

Magohamoth’s Ivory! 
The fabulous animal! 

The source of 
magic!

Almisuifre, my loyal 
assistant! This 
is marvelous!

JIG, TURN, 
FLY AND 
DANCE!

Father! Don’t 
get so 

worked up! 
Think about 
your health!

No one knows where 
he lives, the search 
for him is a quest 
that many men have 
taken on, in vain.

This piece of ivory comes from 
the Magohamoth, the animal 

whose psychic power created 
the field of magic on Troy, 
and to which we, the Sages 
of Eckmül, are but the links.

WELL… NO?!

DO YOU NOT REALIZE 
WHAT THIS MEANS?!
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